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The benchmark. The best-selling car in America. The highest resale value in its class. These are
all statements that have been made with regularity concerning the Honda Accord, a vehicle that
is always on the short list of the most popular cars in this country. The Accord won a loyal base
of customers by offering notable performance, room for four, frugal fuel economy and a virtual
guarantee that, if cared for properly, it would not break. This sixth-generation Accord is
available in coupe and sedan bodies, equipped with basic DX sedan only , mid-grade LX, or
loaded EX trim. The standard 2. The spunky fours can be mated to a slick-shifting manual or
four-speed automatic transmission driving the front wheels. The V6, available only with the
automatic, is a model of refinement, revving smoothly and silently. Now that we've praised the
living daylights out of this car, here's some bad news: The low price of the DX is accompanied
by a low level of equipment. Also, the Accord is easy to drive, but it doesn't reward the driver
much for the efforts. You won't mistake this for a performance car -- look to the Nissan Maxima
for competent canyon carving. The Accord is suited more to daily driving in the urban jungle,
featuring decent acceleration, strong brakes and light, effortless steering. As with the Toyota
Camry, refinement and attention to detail are the Accord's strengths. Almost all interior
materials are pleasing to the eye and touch, and are assembled with great care. Gap tolerances
are about half what you'd find in competing American products. Storage room abounds; the
Accord mimics a minivan with so many places to stash maps, drinks, change, and assorted
detritus. Spacious, comfortable and quiet, the Accord will tote many happy campers for miles
on end as long as they don't mind the stiff highway ride. The seats are comfortable, both front
and rear, and ergonomics are nearly flawless. While not exactly spicy, the Honda Accord is the
definitive family sedan or personal coupe. A low price, a high level of refinement, a cavernous
interior, and a well-deserved reputation for reliability put the Accord at the top of the heap.
Accord is the benchmark by which all other midsize cars are measured. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda
Accord Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Honda lease specials Check out Honda Accord lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Everybody drives one, personality of Al Gore, taut highway ride. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Accord for sale near you. See Pricing.
Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert
Review. No question as to why the Accord is one of the top-selling cars in America. It's simply
good. Vehicle overview. Freshened exterior styling debuts on the Honda Accord, with a more
aggressive-looking front fascia and hood and a new taillight design. Honda also ups the safety
features list, making dual-stage, dual-threshold front airbags standard and side airbags
available on all models. Improvements aimed at reducing road and wind noise have been made,
while EX models get a standard in-dash six-disc CD changer, and all V6 models come with
traction control. Midyear, a DX four-banger equipped with a special value package debuted,
adding an automatic transmission, air conditioning, a CD player, floor mats, fake wood interior
accents and special exterior trim. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Owned for 13 years
and counting I bought this car in with 35, mils on it. I just hit , miles and this baby is still going
strong. The wheel wells are starting to get body rot, but I have nothing negative to say about
this car. Proved to be a reliable car. I bought my Accord EX 2. It is my second car, and by all
means it is a godsend compared to what I owned before. This car starts up, drives straight as an
arrow and shifts without hesitation. And for being as old as it is and spending it's life in Ohio
and it's winters it has hardly any rust on it. The interior is fairly roomy and comfy for what it is.
Don't get why some say it's stiff on the highway it feels fine to me. As looks go it's pretty bland,
so don't expect any eye catching around town. But if you want dependable transportation that
won't leave you stranded look no further. Read less. I own a Accord Ex-L V6 with k miles. I tend
to be quite hard on this car but it doesn't seem to mind. I have owned it for 5 years now with no
major issues- I did have the timing belt replaced around k miles and a new hole drilled for the oil
pan around k miles. I still average 25 mpg around town! Anyone who rides in my car is always
surprised to learn how high the mileage is. This car has made me loyal to Honda and I will never

understand why people would choose to own anything of lesser quality. The cancer patient that
still runs marathons. Functional, loyal, comfortable, quick, efficient, all words that grace the
pallet when I remember this once was automobile. The engine still revs to redline and pulls hard
enough to emotionally destroy teenagers in 90's v6 Mustangs. The ride is firm without being
harsh and seats firm and flat and lack support in some crucial places. This car handles snow
like a champ embarrassing wanna be suvs. Every rose has its thorn and that would be its weak
auto transmission. This transmission is like cancer slowly killing this car. Only , miles and cold
shifts feel like a kid driving his fathers stickshift car on a date to impress a girl. This car pleads
that there is nothing wrong with it and just wants to be driven. This car still goes 80 miles a day
on the highway at around 85 mph without breaking a sweat. This car would be truly amazing if
the transmission shifted like it used to. Unfortunately just like everyone's favorite relative one
day this cancerous transmission will kill my beautiful Accord and I'll just have the memories of
what once was. See all reviews of the Used Honda Accord Sedan. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to
the Accord. Sign Up. After the merger, the Skyline and its larger counterpart, the Nissan Gloria ,
were sold in Japan at dealership sales channels called Nissan Prince Shop. The Skyline was
largely designed and engineered by Shinichiro Sakurai from inception, and he remained a chief
influence of the car until his death in The later models are most commonly known by their
trademark round brake and tail lights as of While not distributed in the United States until its
importation as the Infiniti G, the Skyline's prominence in video games, movies and magazines
resulted in many such cars being imported there from to late The eleventh-generation Skyline
V35 was another major turning point for the nameplate, as it dropped some of the previous
generation Skyline's trademark characteristics such as the straight-six engine replaced with a
V6 and turbocharging, and eventually separated the GT-R into its own line. Nissan decided to
retain the Skyline for the luxury-sport market , while its platform-mate , the Z , revived the Z line
of pure sports cars. It featured a 1. Skylines were produced as four-door sedans and five-door
station wagons. The ALSI-1's appearance seems to be influenced by s American cars the front
end was similar to the Chevrolet ; the car featured rear tail fins, chrome molding and two-tone
paint. The side strips ran straight from the rear of the car to the front doors, where it dipped into
a V-shape, widening and kicked upwards until it hit the front of the car. The side badge said
"Skyline". The large center bar was absent and instead a pair of fog lights are mounted just
inside of the front turn signals. A painted side strip, surrounded by a chrome strip ran
horizontally the length of the car, widening from front to back. On this side strip was the side
badge, which said "Skyline Deluxe". The Deluxe, along with the commercial variants, were
updated with quad headlights the standard model retained the twin headlights. The side strip
design was changed on standard models; the V-shape in the side strip was moved from the
front doors to the rear doors. On Deluxe models the side strip design remained the same. The
standard model received the new engine in October The S21 series was released in September
It was in production until November The front end was redesigned in an attempt to update the
look of the car. The result was rather unsuccessful as the car now looked like a s body with a s
front end. The S21 continued to use the 1. The 3-door van was dropped and replaced with a
5-door station wagon; a double cab pickup truck remained available. The S21 Deluxe-based
Skyline Sport featured hand-built Michelotti bodies in stylish coupe and convertible versions.
These cars used the 1. While only a few hundred were built, Prince Motors had a very
aggressive product placement group and they can be seen along the company's mainstream
models in many Toho films of the early s. The canted headlights reflected a similar appearance
on the late s through early s Lincoln Continental , Buick , and Chrysler The appearance is
similar to the s Lancia Flavia and Triumph Vitesse as Michelotti did contribute to Lancia
vehicles during this time; Giugiaro's design of the short-lived Gordon Keeble GT was similarly
influenced. This was the second generation car, and became one of the more desirable cars in
Japan. The S50 series were available with a three-speed column shift transmission, or a
four-speed floor shift transmission from February Deluxe only. A two-speed automatic option
was added to the Deluxe in June Three main models of the S50 were built: the S â€” , the lightly
facelifted S â€” and the S â€” These all used the same engine, with the later S57 receiving a
more modern unit. Externally, the S was installed with rounded brake lights and integrated tail
lights, with a centrally installed turn signal, similar in appearance to the Ford Galaxie of The
significant appearance change from the previous generation seems to reflect a similar approach
done by German company BMW in , in deciding to build a small, affordable, performance coupe
and sedan. The S50 was sold in some markets with an A designation. This model had trim and
equipment levels similar to the S50S In Europe, period testers commented on the car's compact
size more like a 1. In October , the S was introduced. This light facelift included a new grille and

rectangular taillights, as well as changes to the interior, and with the addition of an extraction
vent on the C-pillar. In August the S was introduced. The tail lights and front side indicators
were changed to a wider rectangular shape, but otherwise the car remained identical to the S
series. The S was the last Prince model to use the G-1 engine. Prince launched racing and road
version of Skyline GT in May Competitive against the Porsche , the Skyline GTs managed
second through to sixth places. The S54A-1 was available with the standar single carburetor
G7-A 2. The triple Webber carburetors, a LSD , 5-speed manual transmission, sport steering
wheel and oil cooler were available as additional options. The cheaper GT-A did not received
Nardi steering wheel, booster brakes, front disc brakes and rear wheel torque rod. In October ,
the GT received mild facelift similar to S50D-2, but retained its original round taillights. This
model was known as S Still with similar equipment as S, except for seat belts and 5-speed
manual transmission GT-B only that became standard. By the time the C10 went on sale, the
Prince nameplate had been completely phased out on cars and trucks. The dealer network
selling the cars became the Prince channel of Nissan, and the marketing group stayed at the
Prince headquarters in Mita instead of moving to Nissan's headquarters in Ginza. The C10
Skyline was launched with Prince's 1. A station wagon variant, known previously as the Prince
Skyway , was offered with this generation. The brake- and tail-lights were modified to square
units, but now included dual units for both the left and right side of the vehicle. As the Skyline
was now a Nissan product, it was repositioned above the Bluebird as a more sport-oriented
sedan and coupe, while the Bluebird remained more economical. Its appearance shows some
resemblance to the earlier Fiat , designed by Pininfarina. The chassis was already designed to
fit a straight six, to avoid the S54 extension problem. In March the lineup was expanded to
include a four-door GT-X sedan. It used the 2. The cars were stripped of unnecessary equipment
to be as light as possible for racing, and performed well at the track. The C generation was
produced from through The C was more fussy in its styling than its predecessor, particularly so
in wagon form, where unusually for a wagon design, no windows were fitted between the C and
D pillars. The styling also influenced a smaller, more affordable two-door coupe, called the
Silvia , introduced in Nissan introduced its emission control technology, primarily consisting of
fuel injection on trim packages ending with an "E", using the moniker Nissan NAPS also in In
February , the model was facelifted and became C model. The ads were highly successful and
perhaps as a result the C was sold in very large numbers in Japan. It sold just as well in
Australia in a 2. The oil crisis saw many people preferring economy cars and high-performance
sports cars were looked down upon. It was not officially exported anywhere, although Nissan
contemplated exporting to Australia. The succeeding C series of continued to split the Skyline
range into basic four-cylinder and six-cylinder models, the latter with a longer wheelbase and
front end. This line continued through A rare variant would be the wagon version, which had a
unique styling treatment behind the rear doors, of a much smaller window than usual between
the C and D pillars. The Skyline received an internal and external facelift in late , [35] which led
to a change of the model code from to This was also when the Skyline first appeared in several
European export markets, such as Germany. A replica of Seibu Keisatsu version. As usual with
Japanese cars of this period, there were four- or five-speed manuals and a three-speed
automatic, with a column-shifted three-speed manual available on lower end cars and vans. The
"T" designation on the L16T and L18T does not signify a turbocharger was included; it denotes
that those engines came with twin carburetors. The L-series engines were all switched to the
cross-flow Z-series in late , although the L16 soldiered on a little longer in the commercial
versions. The larger 2. In June the two-liter, fuel injected inline-four Z20E engine was added to
the lineup, as was the 2. The names were brought into line with the home Japanese and
worldwide markets with the launch of the R30 series in August , which was built on a C31 Laurel
platform. Unlike preceding generations, four- and six-cylinder versions now shared a front end
of the same length. In all, there were 26 variations of the R30 Skyline available. All versions with
the exception of the wagon were usually fitted with the four round tail lights that had become a
regular feature to the Skyline's design. The wagon had different tail lights, headlights, and no
turbo or six-cylinder versions available. It more closely resembled a Nissan Sunny than a
Skyline. The crease that appeared over the rear wheels beginning with the second generation,
referred to as the "surf line", no longer appeared starting with this generation. The all-new valve
DOHC FJ20 engine debuted in late , and was the first four-cylinder engine from any Japanese
manufacturer to employ more than two valves per cylinder see below. Some of the top spec
models featured adjustable suspension dampers that could be adjusted while driving, this was
another first for mass-produced JDM vehicles. Nissan Glorias and Laurels also used the L
series engines, as well as some diesel Laurel only variants. The R30 range was facelifted in
August with various changes across the board; for example four-wheel disc brakes were now
standard issue, instead of being optional for lower-spec models. Features included upgraded

interior trim, new front and rear bumpers, door-mounted wing mirrors replacing the old 'hockey
stick' fender mirrors , and smoked tail lights. During the Paul Newman Version R30 was
released to commemorate the association between Nissan and the actor Paul Newman , who
used to appear in promotional material, as well as race for the company during the lates and
earlys. Export markets also received some larger albeit less powerful engines, in the form of 2.
The 2. When entering the South African market in late , Skylines were still sold as Datsuns
there. About a year after being introduced, the Nissan changeover took place. In addition to
2-liter models sedans and liftbacks , the R30 Datsun Skyline was also available with the 2. Along
with the Nissan nameplate the four-door 2. The South African range was lightly facelifted for the
model year, with a luxurious 2. Automatic transmission became available in the GTX Hardtop
and also in the top-of-the-line SGLi sedan which was not offered with a manual. The R30 was
replaced by the R31 Skyline in mid Front brakes were also significantly upgraded to cope with
the power increase. Nissan sought to elevate the status of the DR30 Skyline as their new
flagship model in light of this success, and it received a generous amount of changes to
distinguish it from lesser Skyline models in August The headlights were considerably slimmer,
and instead of a conventional grille the bonnet now sloped down to two narrow slits above a
facelifted front bumper and airdam. Further enhancements were made for , most notably the
addition of an air-to-air intercooler allowing the compression ratio to be increased from 8. The
intercooled model was nicknamed the Turbo C. An automatic transmission option was also
added Changes to the "Plasma Spark" ignition system followed in early towards the end of R30
production. To this day the FJpowered R30 Skyline remains a cult car both at home and
overseas there are still dedicated "one make" drag racing events for this model in Japan , and is
credited with rejuvenating the Skyline brand in the early s. It also paved the way for the eventual
re-introduction of the legendary GT-R badge, markedly absent since the end of C Skyline
production in The DR30 achieved success in Australian touring car racing during the mids. The
factory backed Peter Jackson Nissan Team made its Group A debut in the opening round of the
Australian Touring Car Championship , and over the 10 round series, lead driver George Fury
would win four of the rounds and it was only unreliability in the first two rounds that cost Fury
the title, finishing only 5 points behind the Volvo T of Robbie Francevic. The R31 Skyline of was
a natural evolution on the R30 shape, and also this one was loosely based on the Laurel
platform C The design was slightly larger and squarer than previous Skylines. Affectionately
known as the "Seventhsu" or simply "7th Sukairain" by owners, due to it being the
7th-generation Skyline. The R31 Skyline introduced many new technologies and features. There
were three variants. Later versions used ECCS Electronically Concentrated Control System
engine management, discarded the twelve tiny runners for six much larger ones though the
cylinder heads still retained twelve individual intake ports separated by casting , and received a
slightly larger turbocharger. Nissan's RD28 , a 2. The R31 series were also the only models in
the Skyline family to feature a four-door hardtop variation. These models were generally badged
as the Passage GT. The R31 Skyline was also produced in Australia, with a 3. These cars were
manufactured in Australia due to the heavy import laws which made it expensive to bring cars
into Australia. These were the last Skylines seen in South Africa. Power came from either the
RB30E 3. It was the first Australian Touring Car Championship victory for a Nissan driver after
George Fury placed second in and and Glenn Seton gained second position in The R32 Skyline
debuted in It was available as either a 2-door coupe or 4-door hardtop sedan, all other
bodystyles were dropped. The R32 featured several versions of the RB-series straight-6
engines, which had improved heads the twelve port inlet was gone and used the ECCS
Electronically Concentrated Control System injection system. Also available was an 1, cc
4-cylinder GXi model. Most models had HICAS four-wheel steering, with the rear wheels being
hydraulically linked to the front steering. The GTS-t came in standard and Type M
configurations, with the Type M having larger five-stud inch wheels, four piston front callipers
and twin piston rears plus other minor differences. Nissan also produced Australian models of
the R This generation was considered a "compact" under Japanese legislation that determined
the amount of tax liability based on exterior dimensions. The smaller engines were offered so as
to provide Japanese buyers the ability to choose which annual road tax obligation they were
willing to pay. The station wagon bodystyle was discontinued, and would not see a replacement
the Stagea until , by which point the R33 had arrived. Models: [52]. Production numbers: [52]
Standard - The R32 GT-R was first produced in including prototype cars. The first six Nismos
were built in The GT-R had a significantly larger intercooler, larger brakes, and aluminium front
guards and bonnet. Other distinguishing features include flared front and rear wheel arches.
More supportive seats were fitted, and the turbo boost gauge and digital clock were removed
from inside the instrument cluster. Oil temp, voltage, and turbo boost gauges were fitted just
above the climate control. The chief engineer, Naganori Ito , intended to use the car for Group A

racing, so the design specification was drawn up in conjunction with a copy of the Group A
rules. The Nordschleife production car record at the time of development was 8'45" â€” set by a
Porsche Nissan test driver Hiroyoshi Katoh reset the record with a time of 8'20". This success
led to the Australian motoring press nicknaming the car Godzilla due to it being a "monster
from Japan". As Australia was the first export market for the car the name quickly spread. Such
was the GT-R's dominance that it was a significant factor in the demise of Group A Touring Car
racing, the formula being scrapped soon after. When originally designed, the homologation
rulebook mandated inch wheels, so that's what the GT-R got. This limited the size of the brakes,
and the four-piston calipers used by Nissan were not competitive. The clutch actuation changed
from a push to a pull system and the car had a standard mechanical rear differential the
electronic rear differential did not show up until the R33 V-Spec. These vehicles, due to their
age do not have to comply with federal emissions or with federal motor vehicle safety
standards. The R33 Skyline was introduced in August Slightly heavier than the R32, it was
available in coupe and sedan body configurations. The R33 was the safest of the models with a
rating of 3. All models now used a six-cylinder engine. This computer controlled system was
first used on the R32 GT-R. This generation was no longer considered a "compact" under
Japanese legislation that determined the amount of tax liability based on exterior dimensions.
As an option, an active limited slip differential was available instead of the standard viscous
LSD. This new unit locked the rear differential if it detected that traction was lost by one of the
wheels. A light on the dash also lit up if the LSD engaged. To celebrate their 40th anniversary,
Nissan introduced a very rare 4-door GT-R. A common modification on the Stagea is to fit it with
an R34 skyline front, in effect making an Rlookalike wagon. The R33 Skyline Spec 2 continued
the concepts introduced in the R Driver and Passenger airbags became standard in As a result,
pre models are barred from being imported into various countries for consumer road use as
they do not meet the frontal impact standards. However, in the U. Among the cosmetic changes
in the spec 2 were, the headlights which tapered down more towards the grill and were fitted
with improved reflectors, the grill which was longer on the Spec 1 , the bonnet which had a
re-shaped leading edge to fit the new lights and front bumper changing shape in the smallest
amount to match the lower edge of the new headlights. The R33 ceased production in February
with the 40th Anniversary R The previous R32 model was a well proven build, but the R32
wasn't without faults and suffered with uplift and balance issues. Along with that, Nissan was,
as other Japanese companies were, under strict restrictions on power gains. So Nissan had to
combat all these areas so the sophisticated strength Programme was made. Nissan increased
the width by about one inch on the R33 to the R32 and made it about 4 inches longer. This gave
the R33 a longer wheelbase overall and lower stance mixed with new technology now from the
computer aerodynamic age. Rigidity points were added mixed with improvements on the
Attessa and Hicas all now offered the R33 with the best aerodynamics, balance, and handling.
Nissan engineers also found other ways to reduce weight, even by a few grams. This includes:
Hollowing out the side door beams. Using high tensile steel on body panels. Reduction in
sound deadening materials. Hollowing out of rear stabilizer bar. Use of high tensile springs
front and rear. Shrinking the ABS actuator. Light aluminum wheels with higher rigidity The front
and rear axles were made of aluminum as in the BNR32 , but so were engine mount insulators
and brackets. New plastics were used for: fuel tank, head lamps, super high strength "PP"
bumpers, air cleaner, changing the headlining material, changing material of rear spoiler. The
turbo core changed from a sleeve bearing to a ball bearing, but the turbine itself remained
ceramic, except on N1 turbos steel turbine, sleeve bearing. The Skyline GT-R R33 is reported to
be the first production car to break 8 minutes, at 7 minutes and 59 seconds. Other
manufacturers had caught up since the R32 was released, and the R33 never dominated
motorsport to the extent of the R The R33 saw huge favour in the tuning world with it being a
popular model on the Wangan and top tuning companies building heavily tuned version from
Top Secret ran by Smokey Nagata to Jun etc. HKS GT-R would hold a drag series record for
several years in there drag series making a record win of 7. The 4-speed automatic transmission
available on some models was retained, and was upgraded with tiptronic -style manual controls.
The 25GT-X was only available as a sedan and included optional extras over the base-model
25GT and 25GT Turbo such as tinted rear windows and pop-up LCD display that replaced the
triple cluster on the turbo models. Another version, the 25GT-V, was a naturally-aspirated
variation powered by the RB25DE, came standard with the upgraded 4-piston front and 2-piston
rear Sumitomo calipers, limited-slip differential and 17" alloy wheels only found on the turbo
models. In August , the R34 received a facelift which changed the front bumper to a new, sleek
design and Xenon headlights were standard across the entire range along with side-airbags
built into the driver and passenger outer seat bolsters. For the interior, pedals were changed
from rubber to aluminium while the gear shift knob and steering wheel were now made of

genuine leather in a 2-tone design, the latter branded with the Skyline "S" badge as opposed to
the Nissan logo. The centre console and dials now had an iridium-silver appearance; previously
they were a gunmetal-grey look. Optional tuning NISMO parts for the R34 included shock
absorbers, a variable sports exhaust system, aluminium intercooler, sway bars, oil cooler, and
limited slip differential. The GT-R reappeared in , with a revised chassis and other updates. The
R34 turbos received a ball bearing core. The R34 N1 turbos had a metal exhaust wheel, and ball
bearing center section. The turbo outlet pipes were changed from cast to formed metal outlets.
The intercooler outlet side and rear turbo dump pipe had temperature probes fitted in the
V-spec models. The vehicle went on sale on May 8, The vehicles went on sale on February 26,
An importer called Motorex crash-tested an R33, submitted paperwork and certification to the
Environmental Protection Agency , and modified others to meet US approval. Motorex also
stopped making the required safety, US-spec gauges and reflectors, etc. After a raid on the
company, Motorex was shut down. The government then sent letters to the owners of the
disputed cars and made them US legal, since the cars were imported under false pretenses. The
V35 was the first Skyline made for export to the United States. There it was sold under the
company's luxury brand, Infiniti as the Infiniti G The vehicle went on sale on June 18, It went on
sale on September 26, Beginning in , the Skyline sedan was also sold in North America and
Europe, where it was marketed as the Infiniti G The V35 broke with previous Skyline tradition the first generation to offer no straight-six engine , no turbocharger since the R30, and no GT-R
version, a decision which extended to all later Skylines until the current generation V37 where a
2. Nonetheless, as of 1 July two weeks after launch , total domestic Japanese Skyline orders
had reached units. It includes a 3. The vehicle was unveiled at the Tokyo Auto Show. For the
design of the radiator grille, headlamp inner panels, and sills were altered. The interior and
mirrors were altered, while the suspension and braking systems were also refined. Also, the
Skyline GT went on sale. It is a version of the Infiniti G35 sport sedan with a six-speed manual
transmission for the Japanese market, only available with the 3. For both coupe and sedans
were altered, with updated interiors and improved transmissions. The five-speed automatic
transmission on the GT Premium now included synchro rev control, while the 6-speed manual
transmission was made to vibrate less. The front seats received active headrest, while the rear
middle seat now have a three-point seat belt as standard. The Skyline's update again included
changes to the head and rear lamps, front bumper, and side sill protectors. Also, inch
aluminium alloy wheel became standard for automatic transmission cars. The Skyline Sedan
went on sale on November 11, , with an update to the Skyline Coupe beginning in fall It was first
available only as a 4-door sedan in Japan and was also sold in the US as the Infiniti G The
convertible is not available in Japan. The Skyline Coupe went on sale on October 2, The 3. The
vehicle was unveiled in the Tokyo Motor Show. As of November 28, , sales of the Nissan Skyline
sedan reached units. As of December 18, , sales of the Nissan Skyline sedan reached units. As
of October 16, , sales of the Nissan Skyline coupe reached units. As part of the Nissan Skyline's
50th anniversary, information on Nissan Skyline could be found in the PlayStation 3 version of
the Gran Turismo video game. The vehicles went on sale on December 2, Early Coupe models
include the GT. Introduced in for the model year, the GT sedan is a Japanese version of the
Infiniti G37 sedan. It replaced the GT sedan. The vehicle was unveiled at Nissan Galleries
nationwide beginning on April 18, , [] [] [] and later with all seven body colour variants at Nissan
Galleries. Sales of the Skyline Crossover began on July 13, The revised Skyline Sedan and
Coupe went on sale on January 6, The revised Skyline Sedan and Crossover went on sale on
November 15, The sedan version of 55th Limited is a limited units edition of Skyline sedan,
commemorating 55th anniversary of Nissan Skyline. The Coupe version is a limited 55 units
edition of Skyline GT coupe, commemorating 55th anniversary of Nissan Skyline. Changes are
the same as the 55th Limited Edition Skyline Sedan. Changes include: intelligent cruise control,
lane departure prevention, lane departure warning, forward collision warning, front seat
emergency brake sensing pre-crash seat belt, intelligent brake assist, steering wheel switches
audio navigation, voice command, hands-free phone, intelligent cruise control, lane departure
prevention become standard equipment. Nissan Motor Co. The designs of these original frame
stamps are based on Nissan's successive Skylines and electric vehicles. The frame stamps
went on sale from February 1 to August 31, Changes include standard electric glass sunroof
and roof rail as standard equipment, eliminated body colour choice franboise red 2-coat pearl
for a total of 4 colours. Japan models went on sale in The design was of the Infiniti Q50 sedan,
with Infiniti badge at front grille. Other major changes were the debut of the electric-petrol
hybrid powertrain in the range and the revival of 4-cylinder engines and turbocharged models.
In a major departure from previous generations, the V37 Skyline is only available as a 4-door
sedan. Japan models were set to go on sale in February Japan models went on sale on 21
December The Skyline 60th Limited is a version of Skyline sedan commemorating the 60th

anniversary of the Nissan Skyline. Japan models went on sale on 7 November Japan models
went on sale on 20 December Changes include redesigned front fascia to be more similar to the
R35 GT-R , reuse of Nissan logo emblems, rounded taillamps akin to older Skyline models,
addition of 3. Japan models went on sale on 16 July The turbocharged engine and automatic
transmission used by Skyline GT-t sedan were built by Daimler. The Skyline sedan was targeted
towards males over the age of On 16 June , Japan Post released Skyline 60th Anniversary
original goods collection for catalogue, and Skyline 60th anniversary original goods for net
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Nissan Prince â€” Compact car â€” Mid-size car â€” Sport car
Compact executive car â€”present. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Prince Skyline Deluxe S50D
Musashimurayama , Japan. Nissan Laurel. Japan: Musashimurayama. Nissan Laurel Nissan
Leopard. Nissan Pintara Australian 4-cylinder models. Musashimurayama , Japan Nissan Motor
Co. Clayton , Australia Nissan Australia [48]. Shinichiro Sakurai Naganori Ito. Petrol : 1.
Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive. Nissan Laurel Nissan Cefiro.
Kozo Watanabe Nissan Laurel Nissan Stagea. Kaminokawa , Tochigi , Japan. Front-engine,
rear-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive 3. Nissan Fairlady Z. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Nissan Skyline. Straight-3 HR UD. Legacy Yachts is known for its semi-custom
built boats with a classic Down East style , good performance and overall comfortable ride. The
34 Sedan offers spacious accommodations for 34 feet. The main salon provides plenty of room
for social distancing and it's just a few steps down to the galley, complete with Refrigerator ,
Sink Three Burner Stove,Microwave and plenty of storage space. Primary Stateroom has a
center island berth, head with separate shower stall. Nice wide side decks with stainless rails
,great visibility from the dual helm seats, all the features of a larger vessel packaged nicely in
this Legacy The Company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or

warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. A buyer should
instruct his agents, or his surveyors, to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated.
This vessel is offered subject to prior sale, price change, or withdrawal without notice. You may
have entered incorrect information or server is temporarily down. Please reload this page and
try again later. Close I'm a boater! Email me yachts and information. I accept YachtWorld's
Terms of Use. Oxford, Maryland. Interested in this boat? Call Now Tel: Send Email. Description
View Full Specifications. Please contact PJ Campbell at or Disclaimer The Company offers the
details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Boat Warranty. Your form has been
submitted successfully. A representative will be in touch shortly. Please enter a valid name!
Please enter a valid email address! Message cannot be empty! Thank you. Contact Broker. Call
Now Tel: Campbell's Yacht Sales P. Request cannot be completed You may have entered
incorrect information or server is temporarily down. Campbell's Yacht Sales. In typical BMW
fashion, the 3 Series lineup is being introduced in stages. The first models to change were the
sedans, followed by the coupes, the convertible, and the wagon. This allows BMW to maintain
customer interest in their best-selling platform over the course of several years. Sedan buyers
can choose from an upgraded 2. The latter engine, which debuted in the X5 3. Bumping
horsepower and torque from the former engine's and , respectively, to and in the 3. Riding on
the same platform, the 3 Series sedans, coupes and convertible receive a standard five-speed
manual transmission, a sport-tuned suspension, and ventilated front and rear disc brakes. Two
versions of the coupe are available: the Ci, with the aforementioned 2. The more powerful coupe
reaches 60 from zero in just 6. Both engines meet low-emission vehicle LEV standards. A
five-speed Steptronic automanual transmission is available for those who don't want to shift
their own gears. Another new option for is all-wheel drive. Derived from the all-wheel-drive
system found in the X5, "xi" models split 38 percent of the engine's power to the front wheels
and 62 percent to the rear. The AWD package also includes a 0. If you opt for the Ci convertible,
you'll have to lower the top manually unless you pop the extra cash for the power top, but Ci
consumers get this perk standard. All convertibles come with a glass rear window and rollover
protection. Wagon buyers will appreciate the touring models standard roof rack and rear
window wiper, but, as with the sedan, don't expect to carry full-sized adults in the backseat for
long periods of time. New for is Dynamic Brake Control, which reinforces the driver's effort
during emergency braking. Rear side airbags and xenon headlights remain optional. With the
arrival of all-wheel drive and more powerful inline six cylinders, only one 3 Series model still
offers superior performance; the all-new M3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from
our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a
used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW 3 Series Sedan. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Pricey for their market segment, limited cargo capacity. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the 3 Series for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for
price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. If you've
got the bucks, this is unequivocally the best sedan in the entry-luxury category. Vehicle
overview. A boost in engine displacement and technology, plus an available all-wheel-drive
system keeps BMW's venerable 3 Series at the top of its game in the competitive entry-level
luxury market. Larger wheels and brakes are part of the engine upgrade. Two-stage front
airbags, reduced steering effort, a Cold Weather package and Dynamic Brake Control round out
the major changes for Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Handles very well, stops on a
dime! Don't want to get rid of this beauty. But do not want to. I get why they're so notoriously
popular. I feel more confident in this car's handling, safety, and build quality than I've felt with
any other car I've driven, even much newer cars. It's like a suit that's been tailored to your every
curve and line and fits like a glove. Nothing is out of place. Then again, nothing is extremely
endearing either. It's staid and true, if a little conservative. But damn is it great! Despite its age,
everything works and it feels like a car that's been around only a few years. Its timeless styling
still holds up on a road full of cars years newer; you'd never know it was designed last century.

Its faults are few, some significant, but none deal-breaking. Dat engine tho! My God, that engine.
Read less. It's incredibly fun to drive and has been relatively economical to maintain. Had it for
10 years and K miles later. We bought our BMW 10 years ago at 40K miles from a friend. Since
we have owned it, we have been in a couple of fender benders, got paint splashed on it, and
now the power windows are going out but the original transmission still drives like the first day
we bought it and very strong! You feel the difference in a BMW vs. It hugs the road and you are
total control of your car. We're expecting to get another 50K miles on it and plan to hand it down
to our son then we are upgrading to a convertible. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Sign Up. This follows five fat sales years from through
Moreover, U. Record sales at ever-increasing prices might suggest that the carmakers have the
upper hand in this market, but nothing could be further from the truth. Many of these sales are
jump-started by incentives and heavily discounted prices. Even customers with plenty of money
to drop on a car are looking for the big deal. In such a market, smart carmakers are devoting
their efforts to developing cars and trucks that are desirable enough to attract customers
without heavy discountsâ€”ones that deliver extra helpings of style, performance, value, and
driver satisfaction. Those are exactly the kinds of cars and trucks that we have been identifying
every year since in our annual 10Best selections. Once again, we have considered all the
vehicles on the U. All cars, minivans, sport-utilities, and pickups offered in U. Then we identify
the vehicles that are new or substantially upgraded for Older vehicles that fall outside these two
categories have already had a shot at our 10Best awards, and there are no second chances.
This year, the process yielded a bumper crop of 67 nominees. We assembled the nominees at
our 10Best testing site about 30 miles west of Ann Arbor. We also gathered all members of our
staff who review cars, including our European editors and major freelance writers. Among the
15 members of our jury, we have devoted the frightening total of years of our lives to reviewing
cars. With vehicles and jury assembled, we spent an entire week carefully examining our
nominees, hustling them over the demanding country roads around our test site, and
monitoring their manners on nearby freeways. Over lunch and dinner, we gained further insight
into the vehicles by sharing our observations and, of course, doing our best to influence our
colleagues to see things our way. When the week was done, we rated every vehicle on a scale
from 1 to Two machines scored well enough to break onto our list this year. With the U. Every
carmaker with any upmarket aspirations at all is angling to get a piece of this action. As we see
it, the Audi A6 models with the big motors deliver the all-around excellence needed to excel in
this crowded arena. Distinctively styled on the outside, beautifully detailed inside, the Audi A6
is assembled with the care and craftsmanship that justifies its premium price. With plenty of
room in both the front and rear seats, copious trunk capacity, and a full roster of modern
conveniences, every A6 transports its passengers in posh comfort and high style. And when its
driver is so inclined, the 2. The 2. A hp V-8 hums under the hood of the 4. Ultimately, these two
Audi sedans provide style, comfort, speed, and responsiveness in a usable everyday package.
What else could a well-heeled driver desire? After a year of familiarity, the novelty of the TT has
worn off, replaced by an ever increasing fondness and attachment. Call us suckers for style, but
the TT's beautifully sculpted and trimmed interior simply makes us feel good about the car
every time we turn a wheel in it. For a sports car, we also find the TT uncommonly practical. A
pair of third graders will fit in its back seat. Or you can fold the seat and produce a huge
luggage area that's easily accessible through the large rear hatch. And for challenging climates
such as the one in which our Ann Arbor headquarters is located, the available Quattro system
provides the TT with sufficient grip to be practical year-round. With horsepower, even the most
basic TT is plenty peppy, particularly since the turbo-boosted engine develops strong thrust at
low rpm. But there is now also a more urgent TT, with horsepower, a six-speed gearbox, and a
beefed-up chassis. Both powertrains are offered in a topless version as well, although we have
a marked preference for the vastly more practical steel-roofed models. As an everyday sports
car that doesn't cost a small fortune, the Audi TT is unbeatable. Although some of us were
skeptical about what we regarded as derivative styling when this 3-series appeared two years
ago, BMW design chief Chris Bangle insisted the car would look just right as it matured. Bangle
was right; we wouldn't change a line on the i. Of course, our aesthetic judgment might be
unduly influenced by another round of upgrades for the deliciously smooth in-line sixes found
under the hoods of every single one of this year's 3-series models. The top engine has been
stroked from 2. Added to the line are a convertible; four-wheel drive, which we haven't seen
since the '91 iX; and a station wagon, which has never before been brought here. Every one of
these models offers surprising interior space for its compact dimensions. More important, each
one drives with the verve that has become a BMW 3-series hallmark. For drivers who want to be
involved with their cars, it's hard to find a better choice. In cars as in female Olympic gymnasts,

a combination of small size and light weight promotes maneuverability and agility. That's why
it's always such a pleasant surprise when we strap into a BMW 5-series sedan and reacquaint
ourselves with its uncanny ability to transform our wishes into fluid motion. Loaded as it is with
extensive sound deadening and every available creature comfort, any 5-series does, after all,
weigh the better part of two tons. But when we flog these cars on our demanding country roads,
their structures emit nary a squeak or groan, their suspensions keep their tires in intimate
contact with the pavement, and they always respond faithfully to the helm. This athletic
behavior is particularly gratifying because the 5-series models deliver an absorbent, beautifully
damped ride that sets the standard for controlled comfort among luxury sedans. And as always,
all models come with an optional manual gearbox. Cars with sufficient visual charisma to snap
heads don't usually come cheaply or in large quantity. Nor are they typically the most useful
devices. But Chrysler's PT Cruiser has a base price well under 20 grand, can accommodate four
NFL linebackers, and will sell more than , copies this year. This is a remarkable achievement for
a car that is essentially a much-modified Neon dressed up with a pastiche of design elements
borrowed from American station wagons dating back half a century. But the vaunted Chrysler
styling department has taken this concept and produced a machine that is highly distinctive,
appeals to a broad segment of the public, and is characteristically American. Part of the design
theme is a tall profile, which permits the upright seating position that helps accommodate four
large humans in a machine less than inches long. Chrysler designers have further exploited this
packaging advantage by incorporating a versatile rear-seat design and adjustable shelves to
provide great cargo-carrying flexibility. In fact, since the rear seat can be removed to leave a flat
floor, the government accepts the PT Cruiser as a light truck. With the virtues of a fuel-efficient
tall wagon in a sexy wrapper, the PT Cruiser is that rare car that pleases the members of our
10Best jury and the Sierra Club alike. A high price is no guarantee of an excellent car, but it sure
helps. Achieving excellence at an affordable price is particularly admirable. And in this regard,
Ford's Focus has earned our deepest respect. The Focus turns this neat trick because it
combines European and U. In Europe, where fuel prices are at two to three times U. As a result,
they must provide generous interior space, sophisticated ride and handling, and a level of
interior fit and finish that will satisfy a middle-class customer. The U. The enormous volume of
European and U. Yet despite it's affordable price, the Focus delivers responsive handling, a
fluid ride, a nicely finished interior, and more space than that of several mid-size cars. We are
also intrigued by the peculiarly angular styling that sets the Focus apart. It all adds up to an
affordable and sensible car that delivers style and satisfaction. Every year our assembled jurors
approach the test driving of our nominees expecting that competitors will finally catch up with
the Accord and knock it off our list. But for the fifteenth year, the Accord garnered the votes to
comfortably remain a solid 10Best selection. By any rational standard, the Accord delivers on
all the reasonable expectations for a family sedan. With either a four- or six-cylinder engine, the
Accord is swift and efficient. It offers plenty of space for passengers and luggage. It provides a
comfortable and controlled ride. And the various Accord models come well equipped with very
competitive prices. All these rational virtues aside, however, we never fail to be impressed by
the silky smoothness and eerie silence of the Accord's operation. We adore the precise feel of
its controls and switches. And we derive immense satisfaction from the unflappable
competence displayed by the Accord when we hammer it on a challenging road. By delivering
so much more than anyone expects, the Accord has become a perennial bestseller, as well as a
10Best fixture. Droves of baby boomers whose nests have recently emptied have been ditching
their minivans and SUVs in favor of cute convertibles. Some of them, aware of Honda's
reputation for building such excellent all-around cars as the Accord, might assume the S is the
perfect antidote to their years of ferrying the neighborhood kids around. That would be a big
mistake. The S is a unique and seductive tool for speed. No other street car on the planet has a
redline as lofty as the rpm on the S's tach, and when the needle swings beyond six grand, the
small Honda rockets forward as its pistons frenetically churn, fed by the VTEC-liberated intake
system. This thrust is harnessed by a sophisticated suspension and unusually rigid chassis to
produce tenacious and tolerant handling that makes even ham-handed and -footed drivers feel
like F1 ace Michael Schumacher. Throw in powerful brakes, and you have a machine that feels
absolutely at home on a racetrack. Although the S tolerates the crawl and dawdle of modern
gridlock, consigning one of these high-revving rockets to such a mundane existence is a
motoring misdemeanor of the grossest kind. Ever since Mazda reinvented the affordable sports
car 11 years ago, the nimble Miata has been a Car and Driver favorite. For those who find
rapture in the act of driving, nothing satisfies like a small, light car with instantaneous reflexes,
and the fun is multiplied in a roadster. With the upgrades for the model, the Miata delivers more
of this telepathic responsiveness than ever before. Upgrades to the Miata's chassis improve
rigidity to more directly and immediately translate the driver's input into accurate and precisely

proportionate reactions. A variable-valve-timing system adds an additional 15 horsepower to
make the most of the upgraded chassis. These improvements combine to provide this Miata
with additional muscle without compromising the lithe handling and quick moves that have
been hallmarks of the Miata since its introduction. For all its sportiness, the Miata has proven to
be a reliable and durable daily driver. We think it makes a perfect everyday commuter and a fine
companion to the hulking people mover already in your garage. In his autobiography, We at
Porsche, Ferry Porsche explained that in his view a sports car was more than merely a rapid
car; it was an all-around-superior transportation device. In the Boxster we see the fruition of this
philosophy. Although the Boxster seats only two, it provides ample space in the cabin for that
pair of lucky occupants. And with front and rear trunks, the Boxster is suitable for far more than
overnight jaunts. Throw in its excellent ergonomic layout and rapid-acting, boot-free,
power-operated top, and the Boxster affirms its credentials as an amazingly user-friendly
two-seater. Of course, Porsches don't make our blood boil because they're easy to use
2007 pontiac g6 front bumper
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and can swallow large suitcases. We love the growl of the flat-six engine perched behind our
shoulder blades. We revel with every snick of the precise gearbox. We draw warm reassurance
from the firm pedal that communicates with the indefatigable brakes. And we bubble with joy
when we plant the accelerator and wrap the tachometer needle until it kisses the redline in every
gear. This combination of practicality and passion makes the Boxster, in either standard or S
versions, the reigning decathlete among sports cars. What's not to love? New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and
Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Features.

